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ON TRANSVERSE VIBRATIONS OF THIN, SHALLOW ELASTIC SHELLS*
BY

ERIC REISSNER
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

1. Introduction. This note is concerned with the form of the differential equations
of the theory of shallow shells, as given by Marguerre [2], for the case of vibratory
motion of the shell. In their general form these equations may be reduced to three
simultaneous differential equations for three displacement components. It is our principal
object here to show that for types of vibrations which we call transverse the equations
of the theory—with negligible error—admit of an important simplification. This simpli-
fication consists in the omission of longitudinal inertia terms. It is possible with this
omission to treat transverse vibrations by means of the same system of two simultaneous
equations for a stress function and for one displacement component which is known
for the problems of statics of a shallow shell.

The advantages of the present treatment of the problem of transverse vibrations
are illustrated by determining the frequencies of transverse vibrations of a shell with
middle surface given by a second-degree equation if the shell is simply supported along
a boundary with rectangular projection on the base plane.

We have previously used a special case of the results of this paper in the analysis of
shallow arches [4]. Among other applications which are possible we mention the problem
of the axisymmetrical vibrations of shallow spherical shells which has previously been
considered by Federhofer [1] and the present writer [3], without taking advantage of
the simplification which will be shown to be possible.

2. Basic differential equations. Marguerre's equations of the linear theory of
shallow shells are here taken in the following form
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In these equations x, y are Cartesian coordinates, the equation of the middle surface of
the shell being z = z(x, y); u, v, w denote the displacement components along the coordi-
nate axes, t the time, p the density, h the shell thickness, N the tangential stress resultants,
Q the transverse stress resultants, M the stress couples, and D = Eh3/12(1 — v2) the
bending stiffness.

Introduction of Eqs. (3) to (5) into (1) and (2) leads to three simultaneous equations
for u, v, w. Restricting attention to cases for which E and h are constant these equations
may be brought into the following form

v ^-,2 , 1 + v d (du , dv\ , 1 — v (dz ,_,2 , dw ^,2 \
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Equations equivalent to these have been used by Federhofer [1] and the writer [3] for
the problem of axisymmetrical vibrations of shallow spherical shells. It is an indication
of the difficulties associated with this system of equations that no successful attempt is
known of an evaluation of the frequency determinant obtained from this theory for
what is probably the simplest of these spherical-shell problems, the problem of the
complete shell segment with clamped edge.

3. Simplified differential equations. It is well known that in problems of statics
considerable practical advantage accrues if use is made of two simultaneous equations,
for the displacement component w and for an Airy stress function F instead of three
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simultaneous equations for three displacements. In problems of dynamics this approach
is prevented by the presence of the longitudinal inertia terms utt and v,, in Eqs. (1).
Suppose, however, that these terms are negligible for certain classes of dynamic problems.
Then use of Airy's stress function becomes possible in the solution of these problems.
Our principal aim in this note is concerned with just this point. We shall show that for
classes of problems in which vibrations take place principally transversely we may
neglect longitudinal inertia, at the same time when longitudinal straining may exert an
important influence on the dynamic phenomenon.

Omitting ult and vtt in Eqs. (1) we set

d2F d'F XT d2F ri i. \
Al ~ dy2' A* ~ dx2' " ~ dxdy (7a' b' C)

and utilize a compatibility equation of the form

dy2 Ida: dx dx) dx2 \dy dy dy) dx dy \dy dx dx dy dy dx)

= d2z d2w d2Z d2W d2z d2u>
dx dy dx dy dx2 dy2 dy2 dx2'

(8)

Introduction of (5) and (7) into (8) gives the first of the two simultaneous equations
for F and w,

V2V2F = ^(2 — (I)\ dx dy dx dy dx dy dy dx J

Introduction of (3), (4) and (7) into (2) gives the second of the two simultaneous equa-
tions,

n_2„2 . , d2w „ d2z d2F . d2z d2F , d2z d2F /TTN
DV V w + ph -—3 = —2 - — — — + ~z 2 ~jr~2 + t~2 "T~2- (II)dt dx dy dx dy dx dy dy dx

4. Justification of simplified differential equations. In order to establish conditions
under which neglect of longitudinal inertia is justified we undertake an order-of-magnitude
analysis of the displacement differential equations (6). We introduce dimensionless
variables

£ = f> V = t = wt (9a, b, c)
and

w = Wf, u = Ug, v = Vk, (10a, b, c)
such that the functions /, g, k and their derivatives with respect to £, 77, t are at most
of order of magnitude unity. We further set

H „ H „ /, 1 unzx £x j &v Ty j (iia, b)

H „ H „ . no u \
%xx ixx } %VV jrJ2 ivv J %XV jJZ sxv } D, C)

where f* , f„ , , f*„ are at most of order of magnitude unity and where (H/L)2
is negligibly small compared with unity, in order that the theory of shallow shells be
applicable.
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We now consider terms of all representative types in Eq. (6). From (6a),

U . H W , , H . W , pJ TT
~~jz 9a + £ fx ~ji fit + j2 ~j f( + • • • — £ UgTT . (13a)

Equation (6b), being analogous in structure, need not be considered separately. Equa-
tion (6c) becomes

Eh3 W . , , . , Eh H_ f[U , H W I \
12(1 - v5j I* 1 'J + i — v21? l ' L I ' £J '' J

(13b)
= phJ^Wf„ - f f,Ug„ - •••].

We are free to dispose of four quantities in (13), U, W, I and co. Appropriate dis-
position leads to the results which are desired.

Since we expect that longitudinal straining will exert an influence on transverse
vibrations we must see to it that in (13a) terms involving both / and g remain significant.
This is accomplished by setting either

or, if l/L » 1,

This transforms (13a) into

U = yW (14a>
Ju

u = !LLw. (i4b)

or

9a + f*/{£ + ^ /{ + ' • • = 9r, (15a)

9u + J fx/u + JWt + • • • = g„ . (15b)

Since terms in (15) can be at most of order unity we conclude that (14a) and (15a) are
applicable as long as

= 0(1), (including« 1), (16a)

while (14b) and (15b) are applicable as long as

y = 0(1), (including« 1). (16b)

Case (16a) means that representative vibration wave lengths I are at most of the order
of magnitude of representative shell shape wave lengths L. Case (16b) includes the
case of vibration-wave lengths which are large compared to shell shape wave lengths.
Case (16a) is of importance in problems such as that of the shallow spherical shell.
Case (16b) concerns problems such as the problem of vibrations of corrugated plates.
In either case it may happen that the coefficient on the right of (15), pui2l2/E, is small
compared to unity. If this does happen then longitudinal inertia will be negligible.
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To obtain information on this point we consider next (13b) with either (14a) or (14b).
From (13b) and (14a)

i2(i-,2j7l_/m{ + "'] + r=v§T r-{[?£ + + ""} (17a)
phj r. h\+ ••• E [/r, J2 + ••'J.

From (13b) and (14b),

12(1 - v) 7 + " "J + i _ 77" J /«] + "
p/to2 [. H2 I 1

+ ~ E [/" L2 L^9tt "J"

Since transverse inertia is to be important, it is necessary to match the coefficient of
fTT with at least one of the coefficients on the left side of (17). We consider first (17a).
We set

(17b)

or

1 h2 pw2
12(1 - /) 14 E

rj2 2ti pgj

(18a, i)

(18a, ii)
1 - v2 L3l E "

With this, taking account of the fact that (H/L)2 « 1,

[ — /ffjf + '''] + 12 -jjs jz + " *') + • • • — frr (19a, i)

or

T2 T Ti2 " '1 + + rj{] + • • •) + • • • — fn • (19a, ii)

Equation (19a, i) is applicable as long as

12 y* jjs = 0(1) (or « 1), (20a, i)

while (19a, ii) is applicable when

12T3W2 = 0W (or<<1)' (20a,ii)

the two regions of parameter values complementing each other.
We now introduce po>2/E from (18a) into (15a). The coefficient on the right of (15a)

becomes

1 h2 ...
12(1 - v) I2 U
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and
1 H2 I

1 — v L L (ii)

respectively. We may assume that we have, besides H2/L2 <5C 1 also h2/l2 <5C 1. In fact, it
is only if this assumption is made that the effect of transverse shear deformation can be
neglected, as we have done at the outset. Since l/L = 0(1), we have then that both
the above longitudinal inertia coefficients are small compared with unity. Accordingly,
as long as representative wave length I and frequency co are related as in (18a, i) or (18a, ii)
and as long as l/L = 0(1) we have that the effect of longitudinal inertia in the theory of
shallow shells is negligible compared with the effect of transverse inertia. We remark that
further simplifications of the basic differential equations are possible if

I , , * 10 H2 I3 1 L3h2-£«:i and (or) 12-p^j«l or

provided, in the third case, that the boundary conditions are such that bending need
not occur.

We now consider case (14b), (16b) and (17b) for which l/L may be large compared
with unity. We set in (17b)

1 V _ £<l
12(1 - v2) 14 E (18b, i)

or
1 H2 _ pel ,1B, ...

1 - v V E " ^
This gives

[""/«{£ + • •"] + 12 jr*

or

12 jF

while (15b) becomes

0£ + H + -}
+ • • • = frr - 9rr ~ ' * * (19b, ])

<?£ + f* y /{]♦■■■}
H2 I

+ • • • = frr — J2 £ f*0,T ~ , (19b, ii)

+ fxi/{ + y fx/{{ +

1 h2 ,01
12(1 - v2) I2 9" ( ' 1}

1 H2l2 ...
^   ^2 Qtt • (21, ii)

Equations (19b, i) and (21, i) can be further simplified. Since

H2l4 H2 I2 I2
h L* L2 h2 Is

= 0(1),
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in the range L/l = 0(1) and l/h » 1, it follows that (H/L)2(l/L) <5C 1 and the Second
term on the right of (19b, i) is negligible. Furthermore, the longitudinal inertia term
in (21, i) is also negligible. Accordingly, the simplified equations (I) and (II) are appli-
cable even when l/L » 1, provided only that (18b, i) holds, that is provided that plate
bending action contributes significantly.

It is not possible to simplify Eqs. (19b, ii) and (21, ii) further since we are not allowed
to conclude that the inertia terms (H/L)2(l/L)gTT and (H/L)2(l/L)2grr are always neg-
ligibly small. Accordingly, when

1 ^ ^ 1 h2 V
l» i and u F7 = 0(1)'

the simplified equations (I) and (II) may not be applicable.
5. Vibrations of paraboloidal shell with rectangular boundary. We consider as a

simple illustration of the use of the foregoing results a shell with middle surface equation

z = Co + \cxx2 + \c2y2 (22)

simply supported along edges x — ±a and y = ±6. We further assume that the sup-
porting structures are rigid in their own planes but non-resistant perpendicular to their
own planes.

The boundary conditions for w are
A2

x = ±a; w = 0, = 0, (23a)

y = ±b- w = 0, = 0. (23b)

The boundary conditions for F can be shown to be
a2 Ei

x = ±a; J? = °' = °' (24a)

y - j? - °- w' °- (24b)
The differential equations (I) and (II) reduce to the following form

,2„2r, „,J 02W , d2WV2V2F = -Eh^Cl + c2 (25a)

DV2V2w = - Ph ̂  + Cl 0 + c2 ■ (25b)

The form of these equations and of the boundary conditions (23) and (24) allows
the following modes of vibration.

!cos a2n+1x cos /32n+iy
(26a)

sin a2nx sin (i2ny

!cos ot2n+lx cos /32„+1y
(26b)

sin a2nx sin /32jj
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where
mir _ Wt
2^' Pm ~ 2b' (27)

Introduction of (26) into (25) gives

Ehfctffl + c2al)AVQ — (av + = 0, (28a)

[Did + PlY - ph*lt]Av. + (fctf + c2al)BCQ = 0, (28b)
where p and q may be any integers greater than or equal to unity.

Vanishing of the determinant of (28) leads to a frequency equation of the form

2 D , 2 , n2\2 , E IC2<XV + Ci0„\ ^oro.
w'« = 7h (a" + Pt) + P \ al + £ ) ■ (29)

Spherical cap with quadratic base. For a more detailed discussion of the frequency
equation (29) we choose a shell for which

c0 = H, ct = c2 = —a = b. (30)

Introduction of (30) into (29) transforms (29) into the following form

, *'(]>' + <?)'E h* [ 192(1 - S)H2~I ,
0)1,5 ~ 192(1 - v2) p a4 L tV + ?2)2 h2J' '

The frequency uvq is smallest when p = q = 1. The value of un is given by,

7T E
0111 ~ 48(1 - v2) + (31.)pa L h J

It is seen that the shell-curvature correction term is relatively largest for the lowest
mode and becomes significant as soon as H/h is about unity.

The frequency equation (31) may be compared with the relations (18a) which were
involved in the justification of the use of (I) and (II). We have here both L and I of
order of magnitude a. Accordingly, w as given by (31) is included in the range of admis-
sible values which is determined by (18a, i) and (18a, ii).

The following further observation may be made. As H/h increases the order of mag-
nitude of the frequencies of transverse vibrations increases from (E/p)l/2(h/a2) to
(E/p)w2(H/a2). On the other hand the order of magnitude of the frequencies of longi-
tudinal vibrations of flat plates is (E/p)1/2(l/a). Since H/a <3C 1 for shallow shells, we
see that, while shell curvature increases frequencies of transverse vibrations in relation
to the corresponding flat plate frequencies, these shell frequencies remain of a lower
order than longitudinal flat-plate vibration frequencies. It would seem that this fact is
the physical reason why the transverse vibrations of shallow shells take place with
negligible amount of longitudinal inertia.
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